In this paper a machine model is defined whose access to the storage cells is controlled by m e a n s of address registers. It is shown that every set acceptable by such a machine within time bound c.n p, p e ~, is accepted by a deterministic 2p-head two-way pushdown automaton which has additional counters of length log2 n. On the other hand every set acceptable by a deterministic p-head two-way pushdown automaton c a n be accepted by this machine model within time bound c.n J' 'log2 n.
1. Introduction. The applicability of a programming language depends on the time needed to translate a program into machine language. Therefore the problem has arisen of finding classes of formal languages whose syntax may be analysed within a short time. This research was put into a scheme in 1965 by J. Hartmanis, P. M. Lewis and R. E. Stearns ( [6] , [7] ) who worked out the concept of time complexity and of tape complexity. In the following years many papers were published which show certain relationships between classes of languages (respectively classes of automata) and complexity classes.
In 1971 S. A. Cook found a new way to handle those problems. He used a k-tape Turing machine with an additional pushdown tape as acceptor and defined a new concept of tape complexity by counting only the cells which are used on the k tapes. By this method he obtained a definite relationship between time complexity and tape complexity. His most relevant result to the scope of this paper is the following:
A set L is accepted by a q-head two-way deterministic pushdown automaton (dpda) if and only if there exists a deterministic Turing machine which accepts L in time complexity P(n), where P(n) is a polynomial. S. A. Cook did not point out in which way q and the degree of the polynomial P(n) depend on each other. A. V. Aho, J. E. Hopcroft, J. D. Ullman and T. Kameda studied these questions.
Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman [1] showed that if L is a language accepted by a q-head two-way dpda then there exists a Turing machine which accepts L in time complexity n 2q log2 n.
T. Kameda [9] showed that if L is accepted by a Turing machine in time complexity n p then there exists a (3p+ 1)-head two-way dpda which accepts L.
Since 1965 it has been primarily the concept of time complexity and tape complexity defined by Hartmanis, Lewis and Stearns that has been used to describe the demand for time and space of an algorithm• However some authors (for example Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman [1] and J. Early [3] ) implement their algorithms not on a Turing machine, but measure the time an algorithm demands by counting only the operations which are carried out, presuming that the data used are available without losing time. This method is close to the way real computers work, for real computers calculate an address within a short time before jumping to the corresponding storage cell.
In the present paper we define an automaton which has a register for each working tape and which can take the heads in one step to the addresses given by the registers• In section 2 the "register machine" is defined and some simple results are presented• The concept of time complexity and of address c~mplexity (instead of tape complexity) is defined. In section 3 relationships between complexity classes (relative to the register machine) and m-Counter PDA (defined in [9] by T. Kameda) are proved by means of S. A. Cook's idea. No restriction is made on the time function and the length of the counters. In section 4 we consider the important case in which time function and counter length are polynomials. The results gained in this special case improve significantly those known before. In particular, we show that:
1. If L is accepted by a q-head two-way dpda, then there exists a register machine which accepts'L in time complexity c. n ~. log 2 n (c is a constant) and in address complexity q. log2 n + 2. log2 log2 n.
2. If L is accepted by a register machine in time complexity n ~ and in address complexity p.log2 n, then L is accepted by a 2p-head two-way dpda which has additional counters of length log 2 n.
It would be very interesting to find an automaton which accepts exactly the languages which are accepted by a register machine in linear time. The results of the present paper show that such an automaton has a power which is (except additional counters of length log2 n) between the power of a 1-head two-way dpda and of a 2-head two-way dpda. Hence, by examining the relationships between context-free languages and p-head two-way dpda (p = 1, p = 2) we could answer the question whether there is any context-free language not acceptable in linear time by a Turing machine or by a register machine• 2. Machine Model and Preliminary Results. A k-tape register machine M is composed of a finite control and 2k tapes which are infinite to the right but have a leftmost cell. The cells of the working tapes are numbered with 1, 2, 3, •.., beginning with 1 at the leftmost cell. The symbol b is the blank symbol.
A k-tape register machine changes in each move the state and the cells which are scanned by the heads of the 2k tapes. Each head may move like the head of a Turing machine; that is, it goes one cell to the left or one cell to the right or finite control working tape I, alphabet T register 1, alphabet {0, I, 2} working tape k, alphabet T register k, alphabet {0, 1, 2} remains on the same cell. On the other hand, each head of a working tape may jump in one step to the cell whose address is stored in binary notation in the corresponding register on the left hand side of the first occurrence of the symbol 2.
Formal Definition. A k-tape register machine is a 5-tuple (T, S, So, ~M, F), where (1) T is a non-empty, finite set (working tape alphabet) with b ~ T; (2) S is a non-empty, finite set (set of states); so ~ S (start state); F c S (set of final states); (3) 8M is a partial mapping from S x ((T w { b }) × { 0, 1, 2, b })k into S × ( T x { -I , 0, +1, R}x{0, 1, 2 } x { -1 , 0, +1}) k. The mapping 8M is called the next move function.
In each tuple in S x ( T × { -1 , 0, +1, R } x ( 0 , 1, 2 } x { -l , 0, +1}) k the 3rd, 5th,..., (4k+ 1)st components describe the movements of the heads. The symbols -I, 0, + 1, R stand for: head moves one cell to the left, does not move, moves one cell to the right, jumps to that cell which is given by the register, respectively.
A configuration of M is a (4k+l)-tuple K = (s; Z l , ' ' ' , Z k ; X l , ' ' ' , X k ; W l , ' ' ' , Wk; r l , ' ' ' , rk), where s ES; z/, x i E l~; w i~( T U {b})*; r i E{O, 1, 2}*-{E} for all i = 1,..-,k.
The machine M is in the configuration K if the following hold for all i = l, • .., k" (1) s is the current state of M; (2) the head of working tape i scans the z : h cell; (3) the head of register i scans the xith cell; (4) working tape i stores wt = a~a~...ai,, followed by an enumerable number of b's where z i = l t or a t t, e T and z t < It; (5) register i stores rl = c ] ' " ca,i followed by an enumerable number of b's. We write (s; z l , ' " , z k ;
azk, cxk) = (g, dl, Yl, cl, 81,'" ", dk, Yk, Ck, 8k) and the following hold for all i = 1 , . . . , k :
(1) If ~, i e { -l , 0, +1} then zi+~, t > 1 and ~'t = z~+~,/else r~( { 0 , 1}*-{E}).{2}-{0, 1, 2}* and Z, t = ]rtl.
We let Ir~l be that natural number whose binary notation is stored on the left hand side of the first 2 in r~.
(2) x~+8 i _> 1 and xi = x~+Si. 
Definition. Let Ck_g(T(n)) [Ck_R(T(n)
, A(n))] be the family of all sets that are accepted by a k-tape register machine in time complexity T(n) [in time complexity T(n) and in address complexity A(n)].
In the same way we define the family Ck_r(T(n)) taking a deterministic off-line Turing machine with k semi-infinite tapes (see for example HopcroftUllman, [8] , page 135) as a machine model. Every k-tape Turing machine may be identified with a k-tape register machine which never jumps and the registers of which are never altered. Thus we get the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. For any increasing mapping T: F~ -->-~Q we get

Ck-T(T(n)) c Ck-R(T(n), Log T(n)).
Definition. For any n ~ N Log n is the smallest natural number which is greater than log2 n.
Obviously n < 2 L°g", Log (n.m) < Log (n)+Log (m). In general, algorithms run faster on a register machine than on a Turing machine. The next theorem shows what time we may save.
THEOREM 2. If T, A : N ~ ~ are two increasing mappings and if T(n) > n for almost all n E ~, then
Proof. For any L ~ Ck_~(T(n), A(n)) there is a k-tape register machine M 1 which accepts L in time complexity T(n) and in address complexity A(n). We define a two-tape Turing machine M2 which simulates each move of Mt in at most c. 2 At") moves (e is a constant).
Tape 1 of M2 is divided into 2k tracks which contain the same inscriptions as the working tapes and registers of MI. The method of our proof is nearly the same as in the simulation of 2k-tape Turing machines on 1-tape Turing machines (see for example Theorem 10.4, [8] ). We have only to consider in what way a jump of a head of M 1 is simulated by M2. In this case M2 has to decode the corresponding binary address. Machine M2 starts this computation with the head of tape 1 on the highest digit of the address and with empty tape 2. Then M2 performs the following computation.
If the head of tape 1 scans the i-th digit of the address and tape 2 stores m in unary notation, where m represents the number given by the higher digits of the address, then M2 labels the cell scanned on tape 1, goes with its head on tape 1 to the 2m-th cell, writes 2m in unary notation on tape 2, goes with its head on tape 1 to the labelled cell and adds its contents to tape 2, goes (if i > 1) with its head on tape 1 to the (i-1)-th digit of the address.
At the time this algorithm stops, the address is stored in unary notation on tape 2 and M2 can move its head on tape 1 to this position. It needs no more than c. 2 Aen) moves to do all these operations. [] We will now show what time we lose if we restrict ourself to 1-tape register machines.
THEOREM 3. If T, A: N ~ N are two increasing mappings, then Ck_R(T(n), A(n)) c Cl_R(5. k. T(n). A(n), A(n)),
Proof. For any L e CR-R(T(n), A(n))
there is a k-tape register machine MI which accepts L in time complexity T(n) and in address complexity A(n). We define a 1-tape register machine M 2 with 4. k tracks on its working tape which simulates each move of MI in no more than 5.k.A(n) moves. (The idea is similar to the proof of Theorem 10.4, [8] .) The 2k upper tracks store the inscriptions of the 2k tapes of M 1, the 2k lower tracks store the positions of the heads in binary notation. Furthermore the contents of the cells which are scanned by M1 are stored in the finite memory of Mz.
To simulate a move of MI the machine M 2 has to perform the following operations:
Change the stored inscriptions of the working tapes.
For all i = 1,.
• ", k M2 carries over the inscription on the (2k + i)-th track to the register, jumps on the working tape to the given address and changes the contents of the i-th track as it is determined by the next-move function of M 1. The head on the register goes back to the first cell, ME writes 12 on the register and jumps on the working tape to the first cell.
Change the head position on the working tapes.
For all i = 1,.-', k M2 changes the inscription on the (2k+ i)-th track as it is determined by the next move function of M 1 (that is: addition of -1 or 0 or + 1 or taking over the inscription of the i-th track). Simultaneously the same inscription is written on the register. Then M z jumps to the given address and stores the contents of the i-th track in its finite memory. Its head on the register goes back to the first cell, writes 12 on the register and jumps to the first cell.
Change of the stored inscriptions of the registers.
The procedure is similar to that described in (1).
Change of the head positions on the registers.
The procedure is similar to that described in (2).
For operations (1) and (2) the machine M2 needs at most 2.k.A(n) moves and for (3) and (4) It consists of a finite memory (S--set of states, so--initial state, F--set of final states) and k + 2 tapes (T--set of tape symbols, co--distinguished tape symbol) with the following properties: (1) tape 1 is a read-only tape. Its head can move in both directions and can move off the input string to the right. (2) tape 2 is a pushdown tape. Its head goes one cell to the left or one cell to the right in each step. (3) Now we prove our first main theorem.
THEOREM 4. Let L be a language accepted by a 1C-PDA M with counter complexity (Zo(n), Z(n)), where Zo(n ) and Z(n) are increasing and unbounded Junctions which are computable with time complexity Zo(n). Z(n). Then there is a constant d > 0 such that with and L E Cs-R(T(n), A(n))
Proof. Let L c T* and let w = ala2" "'an ~ T*, each al ~ T, and l(w) = n. Following the idea of Aho-Hopcroft-Uilman, [i] , we define a partial mapping E: S×{l,...,
In our proof we change this definition slightly and replace Zo(n), Z(n) by 2Log Zo(n), 2LosZ("). 
Computation of L l, L2, L3, L4, Ls, L6.
There exist 1-tape register machines which compute Zo(n) and Z(n) in time complexity d.Zo(n)'Z(n)'Log (Zo(n)'Z(n)) and in address complexity Log (Zo(n)" Z(n)). This is proved as in theorem 3. M simulates these register machines on its tape 2. (The organization of the tapes, that we have described above, is not used before the computations of (1) have been finished.) Afterwards )~r computes Lx,.-., L 6 and stores them in the lower track of tape 3.
If z is a number stored in unary notation on tape 2, then Log z is computed by successive dividing by two. h~¢ uses tape 3 to store the intermediate results and tape 4 to store the number of divisions. Then Log z is computed in 2z moves.
Therefore _~r does all these computations in time complexity ?. Zo(n)" Z(n)" Log (Zo(n). Z(n)) and in address complexity Log (Zo(n)" Z(n)). )Q" examines all q, sl, 52, r h whether they have the property that was defined in (a). If this is true then we have found an element (sl, i+31, cl, l+~h, s', i', l') of ~'. If this element has not been computed before (to be examined by jumping on tape 3 to the corresponding address), then ASf writes (s~, i+3~, el, l+~h, s', i', l') on the pushdown tape and makes the corresponding entries on tape 3, 4, 5 as it was shown in (2) . El(s, i, l) , which have been computed before, are stored on tape 5 and connected by means of address references. In order to compute all tuples which can be generated by means of (b), ~f jumps on tape 4 to the address which is given by register 4. If the following 2 L~ cells are not empty, then ~r carries their contents over to register 5 and starts the following algorithm. When all the tuples which can be generated by means of (a) and (b) have been computed, AI performs the operations of 3 once more. This algorithm stops if the pushdown tape is empty. Aho-Hopcroft-Ullman showed in [I] that ~ has been computed totally at the time the algorithm stops.
If E(s*, i*, e*, l*) = (s, i, l), then (s*, i*, c*, l*) ~ EI(s, i, l) and all 4-tuples out of
We have to estimate the number of moves. moves in order to compute all tuples which can be generated by means of (a). These operations are performed only once for each 7-tuple. Therefore the total number of such moves is bounded above by d. ISl. I Z I • 2L-''2L3" (Zl +Zz +Z3 +t4 +Z5 -'" Z6).
( All time bounds that we got in this proof are bounded above by c'.Zo(n).
Z(n). Log (Zo(n). Z(n)), provided that n is big enough.
The tapes of M work with the address complexity:
For each E > 0 all these expressions are bounded above by
It is obvious how theorem 4 may be formulated and proved for kC-PDA, k > 1. Now we will show how an algorithm of time complexity T(n) and of address complexity A(n) may be simulated on a kC-PDA. 
THEOREM 5. For each L ~ C1-R(T(n), A(n)) there exists a 5C-PDA M that accepts L with counter complexity (T(n), 2 a("), A(n), A(n), A(n), max (A(n), Log T(n))).
Proof. L Basic considerations. There exists a 1-tape register machine M1 = (T, S, So, 8, F) that accepts L with time complexity T(n) and in address complexity A(n). We will simulate M 1 on a 5C-PDA M. The basic idea of the algorithm is the following:
For each t ~ I~ we define expressions ~-(t) which are determined by the configuration of M 1 after t moves. (Actually these expressions depend not only on t but on two other variables. We give here a simplified approach in order to explain the basic idea.) The pushdown tape of M always stores a sequence of such expressions. If the two expressions which are stored on the top of the pushdown tape belong to the same number t, then M computes ~,(t + 1). Otherwise M writes ~-(0) on the top of the pushdown tape. The algorithm starts with ~(0)¢(0) on the pushdown tape. We describe how the inscription of the pushdown tape is changed during the first moves of M: ~'(0)~- (0) Up to now we considered the case t = t'. Ift ~ t', then T(t,j, t ~) and T(t', 0, 0)
are not erased and M writes r(0, 0, 0) on the top of the pushdown tape. During these computations the tuples on the top of the pushdown tape have to be erased in order to decide whether t = t' respectively whether m = m" or i = i" or i = j" (t, t', m, m", i, i", j" as described above) but some of the information which is stored in these tuples has to be used after the comparisons again. This information is stored intermediately by means of the counters of M and by means of the position of the input head. (1) j = 0. If there is a tuple -r(t", j", t) = (r", t", m", i", j", s", a", ~", /3") standing directly under 7(t, 0, t) and r(t, 0, 0) on the pushdown tape, then r(t",j", t) has to be replaced by -r(t",j", t+ 1). Ifj" = i then/3" is replaced by ~. lfi" = i then ~" is replaced by ~. Ifm" = m then a" is replaced by d. To perform these operations.fl", ~", a", s" are stored by the finite control, j" is stored by 4. Multi-Head Pushdown Automata and Languages which are acceptable in Polynomial Time. Among all the languages that are acceptable by time-bounded register machines those languages which are acceptable in polynomial time are of special interest.
II. Detailed formulation of the algorithm.
Gray, Harrison, Ibarra defined in [4] : A q-head two-way deterministic pushdown automaton (qh2w@da) consists of a pushdown tape and a read-only input tape with q heads which may move in both directions. The next move function is deterministic.
T. Kameda showed in [9] that a language L is accepted by a qh2wdpda if and only if there exists a 1C-PDA which accepts L with counter complexity (n, n q-1).
In the special case which is interesting in this section theorem 4 and theorem 5 may be formulated as follows. If M is in the configuration K and if M1 is in the configuration corresponding to K and if K -I>/(" then M 1 is able to compute the configuration corresponding ~t to/£. This is true because M1 is able to compute r and therefore M~ gets the numbers ls," • ", lo by successive dividing of l by r (respectively by l(w)). A more detailed proof is given in [12] .
The rest of the proof follows because the power of a 1C-PDA is not changed by multiplying the allowed counter length by a constant factor. [] Theorem 6 and theorem 7 give a good characterization of the class of languages acceptable by register machines in time complexity n q, q e N, by means of multi-head two-way deterministic pushdown automata. Any language L, which is accepted by a qh2wdpda, is accepted also by a register machine in time complexity c.nq.Log n and in address complexity q.Log n+2.Log Log n. On the other hand any language, which belongs to the class Ck-R(T(n), A(n)) with T(n) = c'n q'Logn and A(n)= q.Logn+2.LogLogn, is accepted by a (2q)h2wdpda which has an additional counter of length f(n), where f(n) = (Log n) ~ for some c~ e N. Since Log n is a function which increases very slowly, lim,.~ f(n)/n ~ = 0 holds for each e > 0. Therefore the computing power is not very much influenced by multiplying the time complexity by Log n or by adding Log Log n to the address complexity or by adding a counter of length f(n).
Our characterization of time-bounded register machines is better than that one which we know for Turing machines. This is because we only know that a qh2wdpda-language is accepted by a Turing machine in time n zq. Log n. Theorem 7 remains true if we replace "register machine" by "Turing machine" and by means of theorem 3 we can get a result about the simulation of k-tape timebounded Turing machines by pushdown automata. However if we modify the proof of theorem 5 in some points we get a better result. Because of our characterization of time-bounded register machines, it is possible to get insight into the problem whether a given language belongs to a certain complexity class by studying the class of all the languages which are acceptable by a qh2w@da, where q ~ ~. It is known that every context-free language is accepted with time complexity n 3 by a Turing machine. It is not known whether there is any context-free language not acceptable in linear time by an off-line Turing machine. The same problem can be stated if "Turing machine" is replaced by "register machine". This leads because of theorem 6, 7 to the question which relationships hold between qh2wclpda (q = 1, q = 2) and context-free languages. J. N. Gray 
